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AkyPak  ®

AkyPak® Pop-n-drop is a smart container specifically designed to streamline logistics operations while 
optimizing health and safety. Its four individual walls are attached to a collar welded to the pallet base. To open, 
simply pull the walls outwards and slide locks down. To close, slide locks up and push the walls inwards. Simple 
to use, lightweight and incredibly ergonomic, the Pop-n-drop sets up and folds flat in seconds with minimal 
handling effort.

This cleverly designed container is the perfect solution to safely store and transport all kinds of goods: from 
neatly packed cases to mixed parcels of various shapes and dimensions. Its many advantages include being 
impact-resistant, protecting delicate goods from the rigours of shipping and wet weather conditions. It can be 
stacked up to 3 loaded containers high, ensuring that truck cube is fully optimised, and no space is wasted during 
transportation.

Designed and manufactured according to Circular Economy principles our extensive range of AkyPak   Containers 
are a key element to reduce dependency on single-use packaging materials and to curb CO2 emissions from supply 
chains. They are fully recyclable at the end of their useful life, producing zero waste.

Contact:
info.marketing@corplex.com
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The dimensions of the Pop-n-drop can be adapted 
to your needs. Contact us for more information.
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Box Volume (L)

When Smart meets Efficiency

Space Optimization
Return ratio up to 1:3 depending on the height of the 
sleeve and the type of truck used for transportation.
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